
Visit Japan

Osaka-Kyoto-Nara- Hakone-Mt.Fiji-Tokyo
5 Nights /6 Days

DAY 01 ARRIVAL JAPAN-OSAKA
Welcome to Osaka,you will be greeted by a tour guide who will escort you to the hotel

DAY 02 KYOTO

We shall begin today's tour by visiting Hakone, where we will take a Lake Ashi Cruise and
Hakone Ropeway to Owakudani, the area around a crater created during the last eruption of
Mount Hakone some 3000 years ago. From Hakone we will continue our journey to Japan’s
most iconic symbol, the sacred Fuji-san (Mt. Fuji). Shinjuku is one of the 23 wards of Tokyo,
but the name commonly refers just to the large entertainment, business and shopping area
around Shinjuku Station.(B)

DAY 05 TOKYO
We have organized for a full day tour around metropolis as the last visiting area of the tour.
Our first stop is the Tsukiji Fish Outer Market, the world's largest fish market handling over
2,000 tons of marine products each day. Here you can find all sorts of food related goods,
knives, vegetables and fish. At Edo Tokyo Museum, you can get acquainted with the history of
Tokyo. Then you will stop by Akihabara where you can experience Japan's latest pop culture
scene. After the sightseeing and lunch at Asakusa, we will enjoy Sumida River Cruise. Sights
along the way include the 12 bridges of Sumida, traditional neighborhoods of old Edo, the
unique Asahi Beer Building. We will continue our tour of Tokyo to Imperial Palace Plaza, the
former site of Edo Castle and now it is the residence of Japan's Royal Family. At last, we will
head to Ginza for our farewell dinner and final shopping. (B)

DAY 06 DEPARTURE
Today after breakfast, transfer to air port for your flight to India. (B)

For this day, we will begin with a morning visit to Nara, where the highlight is definitely the
Giant Buddha who has sat in his meditative state for over 1000 years at Todai-ji, and Deer
Park where numerous deer roam freely. Thereafter, we will visit Tenryuji Temple, famous for
its garden followed by a trip to the Golden Pavilion. After a dinner, we will visit Gion Geisha
District.(B)

DAY 03 BULLET TRAIN EXPERIENCE
We will start the day with a visit to Kiyomizu Temple, considered as one of the Japan's best-
loved temple. Thereafter, we will visit Iga Ninja Museum, Ninja were the spies of Japan's
feudal ages, gathering information about the enemy and conducting various other acts of
espionage.At the late afternoon, we will experience the "Bullet train" ride. Of course, the tour
would not be complete without a long, relaxing soak in the Onsen hot spring that have
rejuvenated the Japanese for many centuries.(B)

DAY 04 MOUNT FUJI



PROPOSED HOTELS:

City Name of the hotel Category
Osaka Nikko Kansai Airport Hotel or

similar
3 Star+

Kyoto Hotel Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto
or similar

3 Star+

Hamamatsu Hamanako Royal Hotel or
similar

3Star +

Minato Grand Pacific Le Daiba or
similar

3Star +

Narita Narita Excel Hotel Tokyu or
similar

3 Star


